Computed tomographic angiography in the evaluation of clip placement for intracranial aneurysm.
Computed tomographic angiography (CTA) has been shown to reliably detect aneurysms pre-operatively. The aim of this study was to compare the ability of post-operative CTA to detect aneurysmal remnants in connection with clip placement compared with digital subtraction angiography (DSA). Furthermore, special attention was paid to identifying factors influencing the image quality of CTA. Between January 2005 and January 2006 a total of 76 patients with intracranial aneurysms were treated in our department. Thirty-two patients with a total of 33 clipped aneurysm were included in this study. All patients underwent CTA and DSA after surgery. Two investigators, each blinded to the classifications of the other, assessed image quality and clip placement. In three patients aneurysmal remnants could be detected with CTA and DSA. One 2-mm aneurysmal remnant was not clearly identified on CTA; two small (<2-mm) aneurysmal remnants were definitely not seen on CTA. A single titanium clip was used for aneurysmal clipping in 26 patients, two clips were needed in six patients and one aneurysm required three clips being used. Overall, use of one titanium clip tended to result in better image quality. In addition, clip-gantry angles between 30 degrees and 60 degrees tended to yield better image quality. Post-operatively, CTA can be recommended as a reliable non-invasive diagnostic tool only with optimal image quality and with this criterion up to 66% of the aneurysms can be evaluated. Titanium artefacts, especially in the important zone (<2 mm) around the clip in which small aneurysmal remnants can occur, can render adequate evaluation impossible. CTA image quality depends on the number of titanium clips used, but clip-gantry-angle does not significantly influence the image quality.